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The context

Many universities, all over Europe, offer mathematical bridging
courses to help students starting with their university education
with mathematics.

Developing bridging courses, in particular on-line courses, is
challenging and very time-consuming.
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Sweden
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The Netherlands
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Germany
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Math-Bridge

I Math-Bridge is a European project, the goal of which is to
offer on-line remedial teaching material for mathematics,
bridging the gap between high-schools and universities.

I 10+ partners, 6+ countries, 2009-2012.
I Multi-lingual, multi-cultural.
I Open standards, collaborative authoring.
I Using a state-of-the-art intelligent tutoring system for

mathematics ActiveMath.
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Involved countries

Germany, Austria, Hungary, Spain, Finland, The Netherlands,
France.
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ActiveMath
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ActiveMath
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ActiveMath – background

ActiveMath is a state-of-the-art intelligent tutoring system for
mathematics, based upon:

I OMDoc for representing mathematical texts
I Metadata for describing learning objects (exercises,

definition, ...)
I Pedagogical metadata
I Student model
I Generic exercise representation, connection to multiple

computer-algebra systems/domain reasoners, generic query
language
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The Ideas framework

The Ideas framework provides Feedback services by means of
domain reasoners. The feedback services:

I comment on the direction of a step:
• follows the preferred strategy
• is an instance of a common error (‘buggy rule’)
• cannot be recognized, but is semantically correct
• is semantically incorrect

I provide a hint on how to proceed (in various level of detail)
I present a worked-out example
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Domain reasoners

I Our domain reasoners are based on rewrite strategies for
exercises.

I An exercise is solved by subsequently applying rewrite rules
following a strategy, until it is solved.

I We have developed strategies for
• linear, quadratic, and higher-order equations and

inequations
• solving equations and simplifying expressions containing

powers, square roots, etc.
• linear algebra
• logic

I Our domain reasoners are used in ActiveMath, MathDox,
and the DWO.
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Hints

At the moment we distinguish the following three level of hints:

I Abstract: Try to solve the quadratic equation.
I Concrete: An equation y2 = c is solved by calculating the

positive and negative square roots
I Bottom-out: (x − 1)2 = 10 has the solutions x − 1 = 10

and x − 1 = −10

Note that in the last hint, the current expression is used.
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Textual feedback

Desirable features for textual feedback:

I support for different levels (abstract, concrete, bottom-out)
I messages available in multiple languages
I can contain dynamic parts such as formulas that depend

on the exercise at hand
I should be easy for teachers to adapt feedback
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Our approach: feedback scripts

client server

ActiveMath Ideas

feedback script

1. request

4. reply

2. diagnosis3. message

I Server has feedback scripts containing textual messages
I Scripts are used to transform an abstract diagnosis into a

message, which is returned to the learning environment
I Possible to select a specific script in a request (e.g. for

choosing the language)
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Translating rules

a · (b + c) ⇒ a · b + a · c (algebra.equations.linear.distr-times)

a = b ⇒ b = a (algebra.equations.linear.flip)

namespace algebra.equations.linear

text distr-times = {distribute}
text flip = {flip equation around}

I All rules are organized in a math taxonomy
I Script provides a translation for all rules of an exercise
I Declaring a namespace prevents long identifier names
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Example: worked-out solution

text scale-to-one = {divide by @arg1}

4 · (x − 1) = 7
⇒ distribute

4 · x − 4 = 7
⇒ bring constants to right

4 · x = 11
⇒ divide by 4

x = 23
4

I Rule translations are used in worked-out solutions
I Attributes (such as @arg1) are replaced by dynamic

content
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Hints at different levels

hint abstract = {Use the procedure for solving linear
equations: If present, remove parentheses, and
isolate variable x}

hint concrete = {@expected}
hint bottom-out = {@expected: this results in @after}

I Attribute @expected is replaced by the (translation of the)
rule suggested by the strategy

I Attribute @after represents the term after application of
the expected rule

I Feedback texts can be further tailored for a specific
rule-level combination

I OpenMath is used for encoding mathematical objects
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Feedback at different levels
feedback noteq = {This is incorrect.}
feedback buggy = {This is incorrect. @recognized}

feedback ok = {Well done! You used @recognized}
feedback same = {This is correct.}

# Messages for buggy rules
text buggy.distr-times-plus = {Did you try to use

distribution? One term was not multiplied.}
text buggy.negate-one-side = {It seems you have negated

the terms on one side only.}

I The script contains messages for each type of diagnosis:
buggy, noteq, ok, same, detour, and unknown

I Messages can again be specialized for the levels
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More features

I String definitions and an include mechanism provide a way
to reuse text fragments

I Conditionals make it possible to report tailor-made
feedback messages for specific cases

I Many more attributes help to enrich the messages with
dynamic content, including attributes for the number of
steps remaining or the subexpression that is replaced

I Also strategy labels can be used to construct messages
I Feedback scripts can be analyzed for correctness:

• Syntax errors are reported
• Unknown attributes and non-existing rule identifiers result

in warnings
• Scripts can be tested for completeness, i.e., whether all

cases are covered by the script
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Conclusions

I To bridge the gap in mathematical competencies between
schools and higher education, the European Math-Bridge
project provides on-line mathematics learning facilities.

I Interactive exercises are important for mathematical
learning environments

I Interactive exercises need feedback facilities
I Feedback texts need:

• support for different levels (abstract, concrete, bottom-out)
• messages in multiple languages
• dynamic parts such as formulas that depend on the

particular exercise
I Teachers can adapt or translate feedback by changing the

feedback scripts, which are separate from the domain
reasoner code. Some more tool support is needed


